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From addiction to awards and style faux pas to first night nerves, Kelly's entertaining will be the ultimate
design and advice bible for young women just about everywhere.and learning from them is full of
practical guidance for young women  From tales about her father's alcoholism to pressing over porta-potties
on tour, Kelly unflinchingly handles the extraordinary experiences which have produced up her life up to
now.This no-holds-barred account of Kelly Obsourne's upbringing is as shocking since it is disarmingly
funny. She also includes music manager Louis Walsh's assistance on rendering it in the music market, tips
from Kelly's book  Much more than a superstar autobiography, this inspiring sought-after make-up artist at
MAC, and a comprehensive set of support agencies that women can reach out to when they really need
help.account of making mistakes 
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Well intentioned, ill conceived This book was trying to be too many things and it seemed as though Kelly
had no help writing this book and just rambled and rambled in places and threw in tips and contacts for
various disorders as she discussed them.. May aswell read it. If you like the Osbourne family members like I
do ,it certainly will provide you with a lot of new information on this weird and complicated but happy
family. It had been also written before her current gig on TV, before Amy Winehouse passed away, and
before Sharon went on AGT, so if you're expecting anything about those two things you will not get
those.What a bOnus! and beautifully I would add.It is okay however, not great. Want the ending have been a
small better, but for an initial book-she nailed it. Loved the recommendations for people and young adults
with mental,psychological, and addiction medical issues! And how hilarious is definitely this girl? GREAT
READ THIS ONE Kelly is most grow up!! a touch too much "it really is'ims" in it- but hey, I could live
with that taking into consideration all of the help lifelines she provides along with her complete honesty.
Five Stars Great from a individuals perspective. But I am praying that she proceeds in her sobriety..You
ROCK KELLY! Cute It really is almost written seeing that a teenager diary, short tales thru out. It was like a
glimpse into her diary while growing up Oh Kelly While I enjoyed Kelly's honesty in this reserve, I didn't
benefit from the recommendations all through the entire book. Three Stars Adolescent sort of a book...She's
very much her mother's child and tells it enjoy it is certainly!" By reading the sample 1st, I mistook the book
to be worth reading. Open and Honest This book was so candid and honest. The complete time the world
was watching the Osbourne's on MTV and thinking we knew that which was going on. It was a publication
where I said "Ugh, I just wasted my money on this book. A lot of same however in different wrds . Five
Stars love kelly's honestyI'd love to see a follow-up publication from Kelly since she has grown! I didn't
realize at the time of purchase that she generally geared this to her very much younger fan base. and now
teading Jacks book .it This was an awesome read . i have browse I AM OZZY ... Another Osbourne #1 &..
and alot of difference in the way Kelly and Jack seen things . Kelly Osbourne I read this reserve almost this
past year. great book Love her soothing voice Really helped me Interesting Interesting biography about the
Osbourne family told by Kelly's perspective. Had occasions of cringing and others were heart warming. For
those who like reading about superstar lives this is a reserve for you.. Fierce. Kelly Osbourne I couldn't enter
this.we were SO wrong.
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